Two approaches are traditionally used to build numerical models for facies distributions within a reservoir. Pixel-based techniques aim at generating simulated realizations that honor the well data values, and reproduce a given variogram which models two-point spatial correlation. However, because the variogram cannot look at spatial continuity between more than two locations at a time, pixel-based algorithms give poor representations of the actual facies geometries. In contrast, object-based techniques allow reproducing crisp geometries, but the conditioning on well data requires iterative ``trial-anderror'' corrections, which can be time-consuming, particularly when the data are dense with regard to the average object size. This paper presents a new approach that combines the easy conditioning of pixel-based algorithms with the ability to reproduce ``shapes'' of object-based techniques, without being too time and memory demanding.
Introduction
Most current stochastic reservoir simulation algorithms aim at reproducing statistics inferred from the well data solely. Since these data are typically sparse they can give, at best, only an estimate of the two-point correlation within the reservoir. Hence most traditional simulation techniques, such as sequential Gaussian simulation 1 , are limited to the reproduction of a variogram model or covariance function inferred from a few sample two-point correlation moments. Identification of two-point statistics is, however, not sufficient to reproduce connected patterns over long ranges, nor clusters of similar values with a characteristic shape (e.g. meandering channels), features which are common occurrences in oil reservoirs. The modeling of such specific patterns calls for characterizing the spatial continuity at three or more locations at a time. Reproduction of multiple-point continuity in the reservoir model is critical, not so much to produce geologically realistic looking maps, but to provide accurate flow performance predictions 2 . The quest for more realistic models is motivated by the fact that structural information much beyond the sample twopoint correlation calculated from the well data is actually available. Stratigraphic interpretation from well logs, seismic data analysis, and comparison with reservoir analogues do provide information about the type of geological bodies present in the reservoir. Variogram-based algorithms mostly ignore such valuable information.
One straightforward way to reproduce geological bodies with crisp shapes consists in generating objects with similar shapes then distribute these objects over the reservoir model
• The conditioning well data may not be all honored if they are dense with regard to the average object size.
• It is difficult to constrain the reservoir model to spatial trends, as represented by a vertical facies proportion curve or an areal proportion map.
We propose an alternative approach to reproduce reservoir specific facies geometries that uses multiple-point statistics, i.e. (cross) correlation moments at three or more locations at a time. To provide an analytical expression of these correlation moments, some new terminology is now introduced.
Consider an attribute S, taking K possible states {s k , k=1…K}. S can be a categorical property, for example facies, or a continuous value such as porosity or permeability, with its interval of variability discretized into K classes by (K-1) threshold values.
A data event d n of size n centered at location u is constituted by:
• the data geometry defined by n vectors {h α ,α=1…n}
• the n data values {s(u+h α ),α=1…n}
A data template τ n comprises only the previous data geometry. The data event d n is said to be "associated" with the geometric template τ n .
The categorical transform of the variable S at location u is defined as:
The multiple-point statistics used in this paper are actually probabilities of occurrence of the data events , that probability is also the expected value of the product of the n corresponding indicator data:
Such multiple-point statistics or probabilities cannot be inferred from the sparse well data; their inference requires a densely and regularly sampled "training" image depicting the geometries expected to be present in the actual reservoir. Training images need not carry any locally accurate information on the actual reservoir, they merely reflect a prior geological/structural concept. Object-based algorithms freed of the constraint of data conditioning can be used to generate such images. Other possible sources of training images are photographs of outcrops processed with a CAD algorithm.
For any given data template τ n ={h α ,α=1…n} and any given training image T, define the eroded training image T n as the set of locations u such that all n nodes of the data template τ n centered at u are within the training image T:
Under a prior decision of stationarity (export license), the probability (1) of occurrence of any data event d n associated with τ n can be inferred from the training image by counting the number c(d n ) of replicates of d n found in the eroded training image T n . A replicate should have the same geometric configuration and the same data values as d n . The size of the eroded training image T n being denoted by N n , the multiplepoint statistics moment (1) can be identified to the proportion:
This paper suggests capturing the curvilinear shapes and long-range connectivity patterns of the training image through their multiple-point moments of type (2) . The related simulation algorithm is sequential and pixel-based; it is thus fast and overcomes the problem of dense data conditioning.
Methodology Outline
The algorithm presented hereafter is based on the theory of extended normal equations 8, 9, 10 , now briefly recalled.
Extended Normal Equations. The key to any sequential simulation algorithm is the determination of local conditional probability distribution functions (cpdf's). At any unsampled location u, we need to evaluate the probability that the unknown attribute value S(u) take anyone of K possible states
. This probability is denoted by Prob{s(u)=s k |d n }, where d n is the data event constituted jointly by the n conditioning data s(u α ). When using traditional variogram-based algorithms, the conditioning of S(u) to the global data event d n is approximated by the sum of the n conditionings of S(u) to each datum s(u α ) taken one at a time. The conditional probability is then estimated by the following simple indicator kriging expression:
where:
• i(u α ;k α )=1 is the indicator value attached to the datum
is the prior
is the prior probability of state s k Determination of the simple kriging (SK) weights λ α calls for solving a system of n normal (kriging) equations. To ensure that this system has a unique solution, a permissible variogram usually modeled from the sample two-point correlation moments is required.
If all multiple-point statistics are available, then the conditioning of S(u) to the single global data event d n can be considered, and the exact conditional probability is now given by the simple kriging expression:
is the product of indicator values corresponding to the observed conditioning data event
is the prior probability that the (unknown) state at u is s k A single extended normal equation needs to be solved to calculate the single weight λ, which leads to the following expression for the conditional probability
The limit case where all multiple-point statistics are available is thus straightforward, in that it reduces to the very definition of the conditional probability. The multiple-point statistics moments of the numerator and denominator of relation (3) can rarely be inferred from sparse well data, hence the idea to borrow them from one or more training images using relation (2) under a prior decision of stationarity (export license):
can be inferred by counting the number c(d n ) of replicates of the conditioning data event
obtained by counting the number c k (d n ) of those replicates, among the c(d n ) previous ones, associated to a central value S(u) equal to s k . The conditional probability can be then identified to the training proportion ( ) ( )
Note the simplicity of this approach, compared to variogram-based techniques:
• The cpdf is inferred directly and consistently from the training image; the intermediary step of modeling permissible functions to sample statistics, e.g. a covariance model, is completely shortcut.
• The training proportions (4) do not suffer any of the order relation problems possibly associated with twopoint statistics kriging estimates.
The counterpart of that simplicity is total dependence on the training image(s) retained. The multiple-point statistics, hence the geometrical structures, are borrowed directly from the training image without any modeling or filtering. One could argue, however, that a training image has the advantage of making fully explicit the structural information being exported. That prior information can be visually evaluated, then accepted or rejected, whereas it is much more difficult to evaluate the appropriateness of, say, a multi-Gaussian random function model. Moreover, one can account for the uncertainty about the structures expected in the subsurface by retaining several training images reflecting alternative geological scenarios.
Multiple-Point Statistics Inference Problem.
Borrowing directly all required cpdf's from a training image remains, however, a tall proposition. Indeed, given a template τ n of n data variables, inference of a probability distribution function conditional to a data event d n requires that enough occurrences of the combination (τ n ,d n ) could be found in the training image. This number of occurrences is limited by the size of the training image. By comparison, if each of the n nodes of the data template τ n can take K possible states, the total number of possible data events associated with τ n is K n ; e.g. K=4 and n=15 lead to K n >10 9 , a number much larger than the typical size of a training image (10 5 to 10 7 grid nodes). This means that only a relatively small number of cpdf's can be actually inferred from the training image. Two avenues of solutions have been considered to alleviate this inference problem:
• Caers and Journel 11 have recently proposed an iterative simulation algorithm based on neural networks, which proceeds in two steps. First, a neural network is trained to fit a multiple-point parametric cpdf to the few experimental cpdf's that can be actually inferred from the training image for a fixed data template τ n . Since the conditioning configuration (τ n ) is fixed, the simulation is iterative, based on a Markov chain Monte Carlo approach: the simulation grid is first initialized by freezing the original data values at their locations and filling-in the remaining nodes with values drawn from the global target histogram. The non-data nodes are visited repeatedly along a random path and perturbed according to a probabilistic criterion based on the local cpdf retrieved from the neural network. Although this algorithm provides good reproduction of curvilinear features, practical issues remain regarding the internal structure of the neural net and the choice of the conditioning geometric template. More important, as any iterative technique, that algorithm suffers from convergence considerations and is cpu-time demanding.
• The other avenue, pioneered by Guardiano and Srivastava 9 and further developed in this paper, consists in utilizing only the few experimental cpdf's that can be actually inferred from the training image. If our goal is to reproduce the structures displayed by the training image, we should indeed concentrate on the multiple-point statistics specific to that training image. The approach is then remarkably simple: at each unsampled node, infer the local cpdf by scanning the training image, reducing progressively the size n of the conditioning data event d n until a minimum number of replicates of d n are found. Since the conditioning data configuration can vary, the simulation can be direct (non-iterative) hence fast. Each unsampled grid node is visited only once along a random path, each simulated value becoming a hard datum value conditioning the simulation of neighboring node values visited later in the sequence 12 . Although the simulation is non-iterative, Srivastava's original code was extremely cpudemanding because the full training image had to be scanned anew at each unsampled node.
To avoid the repetitive scanning of the training image, we propose to store all training cpdf's ahead of time in a dynamic data structure called "search tree", which allows their fast retrieval as the simulation proceeds.
The Snesim Algorithm
The snesim name was chosen to recall that the simulation algorithm proposed involves only one single normal equation (sne) identifying the very definition (3) of a conditional probability.
For a given data template τ n , a search tree is a dynamic data structure that stores those cpdf's that can be actually inferred from the training image 13 . More precisely, the search tree stores the numbers of occurrences c(d n ) of the data events d n and the central values c k (d n ) actually found over the training image, from which the training proportions (4) can be calculated. Because the number of training cpdf's associated with τ n is necessarily smaller than the size of the training image, the search tree requires a reasonable amount of memory (RAM). In addition, the construction of that search tree is fast since it requires scanning the training image one single time prior to the image simulation.
During the simulation, the required local cpdf at any unsampled node u is retrieved directly from the previous search tree. Let n' be the number of data locations as informed by original sampled data or previously simulated nodes, and let d n' be the corresponding conditioning data event ( n n ≤ ' ). The probability of occurrence of d n' is expressed as the sum of the probabilities of occurrence of all data events d n associated with τ n and for which d n' is a subset:
, that is:
where the numbers c(d n ) are read directly from the search tree.
Similarly for the number c k (d n' ) of d n' -replicates with a central value S(u) equal to s k :
Knowledge of c k (d n' ) and c(d n' ) provides the required conditional probability from relation (4).
In greater detail, the snesim algorithm proceeds as follows: 1. Scan the training image(s) to construct the search tree using the data template τ n associated to the data search neighborhood defined by the user. Only the data events that actually occur over the training image are stored in that search tree. 2. Assign the well data to the closest grid nodes. Define a random path visiting only once each unsampled node. 3. At each unsampled location u, retain the conditioning data actually present within the template τ n centered on u. Let n' be the number of those conditioning data, and d n' the corresponding data event. Retrieve from the search tree the proportions of type (1) corresponding to the data event d n' . If not enough replicates of d n' are found in training image, the furthest away conditioning datum is dropped reducing the number of conditioning data to (n'-1); the proportions conditioned to this lesser data event d n'-1 are retrieved again from the search tree, and so on... If the number of data drops to n'=1, and not enough replicates of d n' can be found yet, the conditional probability ( )
is replaced by the marginal probability p k . 4 . Draw a simulated s-value for node u from the previous conditional probability. That simulated value is then added to the s-data to be used for conditioning the simulation at all subsequent nodes. 5. Move to next node along the random path and repeat steps 3 and 4. 6. Loop until all grid nodes are simulated. One stochastic image has been generated. Reiterate the entire process from step 2 with a different random path to generate another realization.
Multiple Grid Implementation. The data search neighborhood should not be taken too small, otherwise largescale structures of the training image could not be reproduced.
On the other hand, if the search neighborhood is too large, the associated data template τ n would include a large number of grid nodes, which would increase the memory taken by the search tree and the cpu-time required to retrieve the training proportions (4) through summations of type (5) and (6) . One solution to capture large-scale structures while considering a data template with a reasonably small number of grid nodes is provided by the multiple grid concept 14 . The multiple grid consists in simulating a number G of increasingly finer grids, where the g-th (1≤g≤G) grid is constituted by each 2 g-1 -th node of the final simulation grid (g=1). The data template τ n ={h α ,α=1…n} associated to the search neighborhood of the fine grid is scaled proportionally to the spacing of the nodes within the grid to be simulated, thus
is the data template used for the g-th grid. The large data templates considered for the initial large grids allow capturing the large-scale structures of the training image.
One search tree needs to be constructed per simulation grid, possibly using a different training image reflecting the geological heterogeneities specific to that scale 13 . When the gth grid simulation is completed, its simulated values are frozen as data values to be used for conditioning on the next finer simulation grid.
Reproduction of Local Marginal Distributions.
No explicit constraint ensures reproduction of the sample histogram or any other target marginal distribution {p k , k=1…K}. Simulated realizations may display global proportions significantly different from this target distribution, particularly if the probability values of type (4) are borrowed from a training image having a histogram significantly different.
The first recommendation is to generate training images with global proportions reasonably similar to the final target proportions. Next, the following servosystem can be implemented so that the simulation always remains close to the global target proportions {p k , k=1…K} as it progresses from one node to another.
Let {p k c , k=1…K} be the current proportions before simulating node u, that is the histogram of the sample data plus all values simulated before visiting node u. The observed difference p k -p k c is added to the conditional probability p(u;s k |d n ) inferred from the training image, with a constant weighting parameter µ≥0. This yields the modified local conditional probability p*(u;s k |d n ):
For any given category s k , overestimation of the target proportion p k by the current proportion p k c entails p k -p k c <0, then p*(u;s k |d n )< p(u;s k |d n ). Hence the probability of drawing the category s k is reduced to correct for the current overestimation.
The parameter µ controls the correction applied to the conditional probability at each location u. One should start with µ=1.0, check the global proportions of a few realizations and, if needed, reset the value µ gradually. Order relations created by that servosystem are easily corrected.
A similar servosystem can be implemented for reproducing an input vertical proportion curve or areal proportion map in 3D reservoir applications.
Simulation of Turbidite Reservoirs
The snesim algorithm is tested on the simulation of two turbidite reservoirs, mimicking real case studies. Turbidite systems currently represent a large number of hydrocarbon fields in several areas of the world. These deepwater clastic systems are characterized by sinuous sand-filled channels in a silty mudstone matrix; refer to Clark and Pickering 15 for a more detailed description of these systems. For such reservoirs a realistic modeling of the curvilinear (high permeability) sand channels is critical for reliable connectivity assessment and for flow simulation.
Simulation Honoring an Areal Sand Proportion Map. The first case study corresponds to a turbidite reservoir in its early production stage. The data available to condition the model are an areal (2D) sand proportion map derived from coarsescale seismic data, and well logs from 4 vertical wells. The target areal sand proportion map is shown in Fig. 1 .The local sand proportions vary between 0.0 and 74.8% with a 35.5% global mean: the major complex of channels located in the center of the reservoir tends to spread out laterally as the channels go north. Based on this interpretation, a 3D training image displaying north-south oriented channels was generated using the object-based program fluvsim 6 . In a first approach, only two facies were modeled: channel sand versus nonchannel mudstone. The channel shape parameters were borrowed from statistical data 15 : the channels are between 100 and 250 meter wide, with a width to thickness ratio from 1:20 to 1:50, and a sinuosity departure between 100 and 300 meter, see sections of the training image in Fig. 2 . Since a training image should be purely conceptual, the simulated realization generated with fluvsim is not conditioned to any well data or areal sand proportion map. However, the 34.7% global sand proportion of the training reservoir is close to the 35.5% target global proportion.
The simulation grid comprises 80x150x100 nodes with grid size 20x20x0.5 meter in the x, y and z (vertical) directions respectively. A simulated realization conditional to the well data and honoring the sand proportion map of Fig. 1 was generated using snesim. The value 1.0 was retained for the parameter µ in the servosystem (7) that ensures reproduction of the local sand proportions. Fig. 3 shows sections of the simulated realization. The channel patterns are reasonably well reproduced. The disconnections observed in the 2D horizontal sections are due to small vertical channel undulations; most of the channels do cross the simulation grid from one side to the other. The areal sand proportion map calculated from the simulated realization is close to the target map, compare Fig. 4 with Fig. 1 . The scattergram of target versus simulated local sand proportions is shown in Fig.5 ; the corresponding correlation coefficient is 0.94.
Simulation Conditional to a Large Number of Wells. The second case study relates to a mature oil field with over 100 conditioning vertical wells (Fig. 6) . The channels are expected to be mainly east-west oriented with geometrical characteristics similar to those of the first case study, see sections of the training image in Fig. 7 . The sample 69.6% sand proportion calculated from the well data is retained as the target global sand proportion. Most current object simulation algorithms would not be able to honor exactly such a large number of conditioning well data (5000).
The simulation grid comprises 200x100x50 nodes with grid size 20x20x1 meter in the x, y and z (vertical) directions respectively. A simulated realization exactly conditional to all 5000 well data and honoring the 69.6% target global sand proportion was generated using snesim. Reasonable reproduction of the curvilinear channel patterns and of the Vshapes of the channel beds can be observed in Fig. 8 . The global sand proportion of the simulated realization (68.2%) is close to the target 69.6% proportion. The cpu computing time to generate one simulated realization (1,000,000 nodes) is 16 minutes on a Silicon Graphics Octane.
Conclusions
A new geostatistical simulation algorithm is proposed which imparts into reservoir models complex geological/structural information as provided by the geologist under the form of training images. These training images should display the heterogeneity patterns expected to prevail in the subsurface, but need not be conditioned to any local or areal data. Under a prior decision of stationarity (export license), the heterogeneity patterns lifted from the training image(s) and anchored to the actual reservoir data. The simulation mode is sequential (non-iterative), hence extremely fast.
One major advantage of the proposed approach is its simplicity:
• The snesim algorithm does not involve any of the classical steps of a variogram-based simulation technique such as variogram modeling or kriging; at each unsampled location, a simulated value is drawn from the local cpdf read directly from the training image.
• In contrast to object-based algorithms, the geometries to be reproduced in the reservoir model need not be parameterized. Hence the same algorithm can be used to simulate any type of geological heterogeneity, of any shape, at any scale, as long as a corresponding training image can be provided. Ref. 16 treats a case study where geometries other than curvilinear channels were considered.
That straightforwardness of the snesim algorithm entails, however, its major drawback: the multiple-point statistics actually exported from the training image to the reservoir model are not well understood.
We clearly do not want to reproduce all irrelevant details (idiosyncrasies) of the training image. We would like to control/filter reproduction of each specific training multiplepoint statistics. One possible avenue would be to identify then impose the reproduction of those specific multiple-point statistics known to be critical for correct prediction of flow responses 17 . Many ideas and concepts developed successfully in traditional two-point geostatistics need to find their equivalent in the emerging field of multiple-point geostatistics. Refs. 13, 18 and 19 describe recent progress in seismic data integration. Other problems should be tackled next, notably nonstationarity: how to impose, for example, locally varying channel orientations, or locally varying channel dimensions. Inference of multiple-point statistics, just as traditional inference of two-point variograms, relies on the stationarity hypothesis: the training image must have a repetitive character. One constraint is then already posted: nonstationarity cannot be imparted into the reservoir model through the training image(s), but needs to be imposed during the simulation process. 
